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Monitors your websites or domains and gives you the capacity to see if
they have improved or not in the mean time. PageRankGate is great for (1)
to see if your domains have improved, and if they have not fallen, (2) to see
if your competitors have improved, (3) to see how your websites are
ranked in the search engines, or (4) to check all of your domains. --------------
------------------------ Features: * Counts all of your domains and their
PageRank. * Counts all of the domains and their PageRank from Google,
Yahoo, and MSN. * Counts the number of links to each domain. * Shows
the first and last PageRank obtained by each domain. * Shows the first and
last date each PageRank check was performed. * Shows all of the search
engines' PageRanks and the date when the check was performed. * Shows
the URL of the website, the PageRank, the number of links, the number of
domains checked, and the URL of the first and last check. * Counts all of
the pages in each domain. * Shows how many domains are in the current
domain page, as well as how many pages there are in the domain. * Allows
you to check and import up to 100 domains, so you don't have to keep
adding more and more information. * Allows you to check and import the
PageRanks of up to 100 domains. * Allows you to specify the websites you
wish to check. * Allows you to specify the keywords you wish to check. *
Allows you to monitor several websites at once. * Allows you to specify the
websites you wish to check by letter. * Allows you to specify the websites
you wish to check by word or phrase. * Allows you to enter your own
domains or websites. * Allows you to enter up to 1000 domains. * Allows
you to export the information to an XLS file, so you can keep a record of
your improvements. * Allows you to export the information to an XLS file,
so you can analyze the data. * Shows the domains in an alphabetical order
(alphabetical or all domains by order). * Allows you to check the domains
listed at the top of the list, by clicking on them one at a time. * Allows you
to check the domains listed at the bottom of the list, by clicking on them
one at a time. *
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Download/Unpack/Install the program. Run the program, follow the
instructions. Enjoy. URL:
====================================== Web Listing
Monitor v2.5.4
====================================== 1.
Introduction Version 2.5.4 is a major upgrade to the already highly rated
Web Listing Monitor (WLM) program. Version 2.5.4 was released recently
in mid-July 2005. Version 2.5.4 is released at deadwifi.com which is a
website created to provide free access to network-related programs.
Version 2.5.4 is also tested for the Palm OS platform and can work with
most versions of Palm Desktop, Version 3.3.0 or later. Version 2.5.4 is
recommended for the Palm OS platform and should work with many other
Palm OS devices. A few key features added to Version 2.5.4: *Fully-
featured help system. *New Software Logs (show status of installed
software). *Improved Driver Management. *Add-on software programs for
installation. *New: 'Software Listing' tab in the main interface. *New:
Module Manager. *New: Auto-detection of driver versions. *New:
Installation Wizard. *New: Changes in New Versions tab. *The 'Help' tab
now lists all the help topics on the site. *Various bugs fixed. *Improved
stability. *Improved robustness. *Various other bug fixes. 2. Installation
Download the installer for your particular PC. You will be required to unzip
the downloaded file and follow the instructions. Depending on your
installation, you may be presented with two installation options: *Windows
Installer (.msi) *Palm OS Installer (.pbo) 3. About Web Listing Monitor The
Web Listing Monitor (WLM) is a free utility which can be used to monitor
listings in search engines such as Google and Yahoo. The program can be
used to quickly find out what listings are currently active, if any, by using
the various URL filters and search criteria available. You can also use it to
compare your rankings 2edc1e01e8
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Key features: Verifies your website's PageRank in less than a minute Saves
your results in a file for future use Can analyze up to 1000 websites
Additional features: Filter results with a preferred keyword Filter results
using just one letter Automatically save results to an XLS file Download
PageRankGate Details Review Latest version : PageRankGate 2.02.0 Size :
56.6 MB License : Free Category : Utilities Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 Price
: Free PageRankGate Description: PageRankGate is a free utility designed
to assist you in learning more about your website's rank in Google. With a
professional front, PageRankGate is great for individuals and enterprises
who want to have more information about their websites' rank on the web.
PageRankGate is a more user-friendly tool that enables you to analyze your
website's rank in Google in less than a minute. The application displays
your domain's PageRank, the most recent date of a PageRank check, and
the date you first started checking your PageRank. On the off chance that
you wish to understand how your score compares to your competition, you
can display them in the program. Besides that, you can easily export the
data to an XLS file, so you can further analyze the information in other
programs or maintain a rigorous account of your every improvement. You
can choose to display only the domains that are related to your preferred
keyword or even just one letter of it. The utility also allows you to filter the
results, so you can display only those that match your search criteria. In
the main window, you will see all the domains that you have added to the
program. The application lets you know if there have been any changes in
your PageRank or not, along with the domains' individual PageRank, the
first and the last date of a check was performed to determine if there were
any changes in the mean time, for the better or for the worse.
PageRankGate is a very useful tool, with a user-friendly interface, which
enables you to quickly determine your website's page rank and see if there
is something you need to do to improve your scores. PageRankGate
Review: Key features: Search your own domains Compare your scores with
your competitors Display results with a preferred keyword Filter results
using
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What's New In?

PageRankGate is a user-friendly and efficient piece of software designed to
provide you with the ability to estimate your website's rank in Google, with
the least amount of effort. Aside from checking your own domains, you can
even keep an eye on your competition and see if they have improved or not
when compared to you, as it supports up to 1000 entries. PageRank is a
special algorithm used by Google, alongside many others, to estimate the
importance of a given website, by looking at the number of links  that go to
a page and their quality. This level is used to order domains in the search
engine's results. PageRankGate is very simple to handle, featuring a less
than impressive interface which lists all the domains you have added,
along with their individual page rank, the first and the last date a check
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was performed, in order to determine if there have been any changes in
the mean time, for the better or for the worse. The application can filter
the domains using a preferred keyword, or even just one letter, to display
only the records of interest to you. Additionally, you can easily add new
ones by pressing on the 'Add Domain' button, entering the URL address
and clicking on 'Insert', then 'Save' to display it in the main window. Every
time you wish to re-verify a website's rank you can click on the 'Start
Check' button and PageRankGate will soon retrieve the information for you
to read. Additionally, the utility allows you export the information to an
XLS file, so you can further work with the data in other programs or
maintain a rigorous account of your every improvement. To conclude,
PageRankGate is a useful and reliable tool that enables you to verify your
domain's rank in Google's records and see if there is something you need
to do to improve your scores. Tags: Web Ranking Google PageRank
Calculate PageRank PageRankGate is a user-friendly and efficient piece of
software designed to provide you with the ability to estimate your
website's rank in Google, with the least amount of effort. Aside from
checking your own domains, you can even keep an eye on your competition
and see if they have improved or not when compared to you, as it supports
up to 1000 entries. PageRank is a special algorithm used by Google,
alongside many others, to estimate the importance of a given website, by
looking at the number of links  that go to a page and their quality. This
level is used to order domains in the search engine's results.
PageRankGate is very simple to handle, featuring a



System Requirements For PageRankGate:

Supported systems: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Mac OS X 10.6 or later Linux
(KDE Plasma 5 and newer is supported) Download and install: For Linux
users, a direct link to install is provided at the end of this release. For
Windows and Mac users, the demo is released as a zip archive. Unzip the
archive and run the game to launch the installation. The release also
includes data files for importing characters and costumes into the game.
See below for more details
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